HOTH X
OVERVIEW
Managed SEO solution
INTRODUCTION

Thanks for your interest in our Hoth X Managed SEO Service!

In this document you will learn the specifics of the Hoth X advanced SEO research, strategy, and SEO processes to get you more targeted traffic to your website. We’ll also walk you through what you can expect with your campaign.

Order process
Learn about our streamlined process designed to get results →

SEO strategy
See how our SEO strategiest plan to bring you SEO glory! →

What is included?
We explain what products can be used inside your campaign →

Pricing & sample budgets
Explore pricing tiers and see what typical packages look like →

Video testimonials
Listen to what past customers said about their experience! →

How to get started
Click to see how to get started with HOTH X →
CASE STUDIES

All of the case studies are from clients on our HOTH X managed SEO program. You can learn about the strategy behind all these case studies here.

Let’s get into it!

How we 10x’d the traffic to an online store
E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY →

How we drove $8k worth of web traffic
LOCAL BUSINESS →

A traffic story: From 100 to 2500 monthly visitors
E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY →

The key to quintupling your keywords
SAAS INDUSTRY →

How we boosted a dealership to position #2
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY →